**Core tip:** Coronary artery calcium data and reporting system (CAC-DRS) is a new standardized reporting system for calcium scoring on computed tomography. Four CAC-DRS categories have been described ranging from CAC-DRS 0 to CAC-DRS 3 with progressively increasing cardiac disease risk. Better communication, clarity of details, clinical management recommendations, research and education are the major strengths. Few missing components, visual method, treatment recommendations and lack of clear necessity for a new reporting system are the major limitations.

INTRODUCTION
============

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is one of the leading causes of death and disability-adjusted life years lost\[[@B1]\]. Approximately 15.5 million persons ≥ 20 years of age in the United States have CAD as per 2016 Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics update of the American Heart Association (AHA)\[[@B2]\]. Every year, nearly the same number of people undergo diagnostic testing for suspected CAD. It is well established that CAD has a long asymptomatic latent period and mortality, and morbidity can be decreased by early detection and targeted preventive therapy\[[@B3]\].

Coronary artery calcium (CAC) represents calcific atherosclerosis in the coronary arteries and correlates well with the overall burden of coronary atherosclerosis. CAC quantified on electrocardiogram-gated non-contrast computed tomography (CT) examinations is the most robust predictor of CAD events in the asymptomatic population, especially in those with an intermediate-risk\[[@B4]\]. It has been shown that CAC increases the predictive value of the Framingham Risk Score and the 2013 American College of Cardiology (ACC)/AHA Pooled Cohort Equations\[[@B5]\]. It has now been integrated into various cardiovascular risk prediction scores and guidelines issued by the American College of Cardiology Foundation, the AHA, Society of Cardiovascular Computed Tomography (SCCT), American College of Radiology, and Society of Thoracic Radiology. This has created a need for more standardized performance and interpretation of CAC scoring CT. A new standardized reporting system CAC - data and reporting system (DRS) was introduced recently in 2018 for this purpose and was developed on the same lines of CAD - reporting and data system (RADS), breast imaging (BI)-RADS, prostate imaging (PI)-RADS, and liver imaging (LI)-RADS\[[@B6]-[@B8]\]. This review aims to explain the essential features of this new reporting system, followed by the discussion of its various strengths and limitations.

CURRENT STATUS OF CAC SCORE
===========================

CAC score has become more popular recently as there is more and more evidence accumulating in favor of its strong role in predicting atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) risk. Various scores are available to identify high and low risk patients for CAD like Pooled Cohort Equations, Framingham General CVD Risk Profile, and Reynolds risk score\[[@B5],[@B9]\]. Most of these are "Total risk scores", and they have been found useful as they take into account multiple risk factors. However, they are able to predict only 65%-80% of future cardiovascular events\[[@B10]\]. This led to a continuous search for a better predictor or predictor model. CAC is intimately related to atherosclerosis, and the extent of calcium deposition in the coronary arteries can be considered a good predictor of the total burden of coronary atherosclerosis. Many large prospective studies have already proven the prognostic value of CAC score in predicting serious cardiac events leading to mortality in a variety of populations.

It has been found that CAC performs better than other risk assessment tools to identify those asymptomatic populations that would benefit from pharmacological therapies. A new concept 'Power of zero', which denotes CAC score of 0, has been investigated, and it was concluded that patients with CAC = 0 have a low mortality risk over a period of 15 years in low to intermediate FRS risk group and over 5 years in high FRS risk group. CAC testing is recommended to assess the CAD risk in that group of individuals with the 10-year ASCVD risk between 5% and 20%, and it can be used selectively in patients with \< 5% 10-year risk with a strong family history of ASCVD\[[@B11]\]. It also provides treatment recommendations that are adopted in the new scoring system CAC-DRS. In 2017, The Walter Reed Cohort Study assessed the long-term risk of death and ASCVD outcomes in 23637 subjects without ASCVD risk and found that CAC scoring is an accurate tool for predicting major adverse cardiovascular events and mortality in all age groups and with multiple risk factors\[[@B12]\]. These results encourage CAC screening for better ASCVD risk assessment and prevention in low-risk, young adults. Apart from risk stratification, CAC has been shown to play a prominent role in management decisions. This has been supported by many large studies, and one of them is National Institutes of Health supported clinical trial of 13644 patients that showed that CAC identified patients who are more likely to benefit from statin therapy\[[@B13]\].

Apart from its proven predictive role, other reasons for wider acceptance of CAC scoring include: (1) Easily performed noninvasive test with very low radiation; (2) Highly reproducible test, as it is a system generated score with little human involvement; (3) Objective assessment based on the absolute score and risk percentiles; and (4) As calcium deposition in vessels is a slow process depending on multiple factors, CAC scoring provides a long term risk prediction as compared to other scoring tests, which depend on one time measures like blood pressure, blood glucose, and cholesterol values, which can vary widely over a period.

CAC-DRS
=======

CAC-DRS was introduced recently in the first quarter of 2018 to standardize the reporting of CAC scoring in both dedicated CAC scans and non-gated non-contrast chest CT scans. It is based on the expert consensus document published by SCCT in 2017\[[@B6],[@B14]\]. Both SCCT and Society of Thoracic Radiology jointly recommend the routine reporting of CAC score in routine non-contrast CT chest irrespective of indication for early detection of CAD and for future research potential\[[@B9]\]. Various methods have been used for evaluation of CAC and included Agatston score (AS), volume score, mass score, semi quantitative vessel score, and visual scores. Out of these, CAC-DRS recommends the usage of either Agatston or visual score. Four CAC-DRS categories have been described ranging from CAC-DRS 0 to CAC-DRS 3 with progressively increasing risk of ASCVD (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"})\[[@B6]\]. Although the method of CAC scoring is different between Agatston and visual method, final categories, risk prediction, and management are similar\[[@B6]\].

###### 

Coronary artery calcium data and reporting system categories based on the Agatston and visual scoring

  **CAC-DRS category**   **Agatston score**   **Visual score**   **Risk**
  ---------------------- -------------------- ------------------ --------------------
  0                      0                    0                  Very low
  1                      1-99                 1                  Mild
  2                      100-299              2                  Moderate
  3                      \> 300               3                  Moderate to severe

CAC-DRS: Coronary artery calcium data and reporting system.

AS
--

AS is a well-established and widely used CAC scoring system. It was first introduced by Arthur Agatston and his colleagues in 1990 and has undergone modifications with advances in CT technology, with the current score based on multidetector CT scanners\[[@B15]\]. SCCT has laid down standards for the performance of CAC scans. Gated or non-gated non-contrast scans with 2.5 or 3 mm slice thickness, 120 kVp, and individualized mAs with filtered back projection is recommended\[[@B9]\]. In Agatston method, an individual calcified plaque is identified as an area of 1 mm^2^ (two pixels) with 130 Hounsfield units (HU) or more along the coronary arteries. Each calcific plaque is given a value of 1, 2, 3, and 4 based on the highest densities 130-199 HU, 200-299 HU, 300-399 HU, and ≥ 400 HU, respectively. Score of each plaque is calculated by multiplying the area with the density score. Summing up the scores of all calcific plaques gives the total AS for that CAC scan\[[@B9],[@B15],[@B16]\]. Based on the total AS, five risk categories have been made: 0 = very low risk, 1-99 = mildly increased, 100-299 = moderately increased, 300-1000 = moderate to severely increased, and \> 1000 = severely increased risk of cardiac disease\[[@B14],[@B15]\].

Visual method
-------------

Although AS can be used in non-gated scans and was found to be accurate in few studies, still there is no strong evidence of its accuracy in non-gated scans. Also, it is not standardized yet for non-gated scans, and it needs special software. Other methods like ordinal scoring of individual coronary arteries and visual method were considered\[[@B9]\]. Visual method has been found to be a simple, quick, and reasonably accurate method of assessing the CAC in non-gated chest CT scans. In this visual method, CAC is categorized into none, mild, moderate, and severe based on the overall visual eyeball analysis of the entire coronary circulation and correspond to CAC-DRS categories 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively\[[@B17]\]. No specific criterion has been described for this method unlike ordinal scoring. Visual method is applicable only for non-gated CT chest scans and not recommended in gated scans where AS is preferred.

Modifiers
---------

Two modifiers have been added in the CAC-DRS. First denotes the method of CAC score and can be either Agatston (A) or visual estimation (V). The second modifier 'N' denotes the number of vessels involved and can vary from 1-4, with N4 indicating involvement of all coronary arteries, namely left main (LM), left anterior descending (LAD), left circumflex, and right coronary artery. Two modifiers need to be separated by symbol "/" slash. If there is no calcium, then N modifier is not used, and the final category will be CAC-DRS A0 or V0 depending on the method used\[[@B6]\].

Other features
--------------

CAC-DRS also recommends reporting of valvular, pericardial, and aortic calcification in the report with none, mild, moderate, and severe stratification. However, there are no further details on how it should be done, and these are not considered in assigning the CAC-DRS categories. It also mentions reporting of extra cardiac findings with follow-up recommendations. Standard reporting templates have been provided in the document with details on the indication, technique, and findings in individual coronary arteries along with CAC-DRS categories and management recom-mendations\[[@B6],[@B9],[@B14]\].

STRENGTHS
=========

Communication
-------------

As with any other standard reporting systems, usage of CAC-DRS categories leads to better and more effective communication with the referring physicians. Instead of an absolute score used currently with variable reporting of AS grading, standardized CAC-DRS categories will lead to more uniform reporting both among cardiac and general radiologists\[[@B14]\]. Although the simple absolute CAC score is often enough for specialists (cardiologists), it is confusing for non-specialists regarding further management and referral decisions. CA-DRS definitely helps non-specialists make quicker and more appropriate referrals using the categories as compared to conventional reports. Even for specialists, the standard template report saves time in identifying the key information from the long report during their busy clinics. With routine use of CAC-DRS, it is expected that there will be a significant drop in phone calls from clinical colleagues complaining about inconclusive reports. Also, it will be easy for trainees and junior staff to learn and report in a standardized format within a short time.

Clarity and details
-------------------

CAC-DRS does not stop just at providing risk categories. The final category includes the method used for CAC score, either Agatston or visual estimation, which is important to know to understand the reliability and reproducibility of the scores. Also, it mentions the number of vessels involved in the form of modifiers (N). This is important, as in addition to total calcium score, the number of vessels involved is linked with the prognosis in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis involving more than 6000 men and women\[[@B18],[@B19]\]. This in turn will reflect the management of, for example, patients with AS 98 involving all four vessels, who will be categorized as CAC-DRS A1/N4. Based on the category, the recommended treatment is only moderate intensity statins. However, one might consider adding low dose aspirin in an individual patient due to involvement of four vessels, which is an additive risk to total CAC score, although the CA-DRS category remains the same.

Clinical management
-------------------

The most attractive component in the CAC-DRS is the addition of management recommendations based on CAC score. This can be considered both as a strength and limitation. Strengths are discussed here and limitations in the next section. Most of these recommendations are from expert opinion with some support from the 2013 ACC/AHA Prevention Guidelines\[[@B5]\]. CAC score has been proven to be one of the strongest predictors of ASCVD risk in the asymptomatic population. CAC-DRS 0 has a very high negative predictive value, called "Power of Zero", and helps in downgrading the risk of patients who might be considered high risk based on other parameters\[[@B20],[@B21]\]. CAC score is being used to guide preventive pharmacotherapy using statins and aspirin in asymptomatic patients. High intensity statins therapy is recommended in any patients with a CAC \> 300, moderate to high intensity statins with CAC 100-299, and moderate intensity statins therapy with CAC 1-99. Aspirin (81 mg) is recommended with CAC \> 100, while the risk of bleeding complications may outweigh its benefits with CAC \< 100 in the absence of other risk factors\[[@B9],[@B22]\].

Research and education
----------------------

Using a structured reporting system will help in accumulating quality data that is essential for future research. There is significant data gap on the risk factor predictions in South Asian and Middle East population. Using a universal standard reporting platform can help in data collection across boundaries and can help bridge knowledge gaps. In addition, in the near future, it is possible to assess the clinical usefulness of this new reporting system, which can help in further modifications and fine tuning. Already CAC is a near automatic evaluation performed with minimal human interference. Now software can be modified to give the final risk categories thereby avoiding or minimizing human error and improving the daily workflow in busy departments. We are now in the era of artificial intelligence, and such automated risk prediction software will go a long way in giving quicker and more accurate risk prediction and treatment options, thereby improving patient care.

LIMITATIONS
===========

Is there a need?
----------------

CAC scoring is a semi-automated system with absolute values and established grading methods. Reporting is usually uniform and highly reproducible, unlike other pathologies like breast cancer, prostatic cancers, and liver cancers. So, it becomes questionable if there is a necessity for a standard reporting system for CAC scoring. At least in CAD-RADS it is more justified, as there are multiple components, like percentage of stenosis, acute or chronic presentation, and the specific vessel and number of vessels, leading to reporting inaccuracies, and a reporting system can make things more consistent and reproducible\[[@B7],[@B8]\]. Whereas in CAC, things are clear already, and the net benefit from a new reporting system is minimal, except that it is linked with few management recommendations. One would expect the new reporting system to be named CAC-RADS, like the other established breast imaging-RADS, prostate-RADS, and CAD-RADS. However, it was named as CAC-DRS, as RADS is a trademark of the American College of Radiology.

Visual method
-------------

CAC-DRS includes both Agatston and visual methods of CAC scoring in describing risk categories. Agatston method is the widely used technique of CAC scoring and has been used in most of the clinical trials\[[@B4]\]. Visual method is a very simple way of categorizing calcium deposition in coronary arteries as none, mild moderate, and severe. There is no specific method described or is there any reference to specific vessel or number of vessels involved\[[@B9],[@B17]\]. Also, there is limited literature on the accuracy of this method. Only one study has compared the visual and Agatston methods to date, and it showed overall good agreement with assignment of same risk category as the AS in 73.0% and to within one category in 99.7% with good inter-observer agreement\[[@B17]\]. Disadvantages include an over simplistic approach and lack of strong supporting data. More head to head studies are needed before recommending this method as an alternative to Agatston as management decisions are based on these categories.

Missing component
-----------------

CAC-DRS provides risk categories based on the overall CAC score and also highlight the method used for scoring and the number of vessels involved. However, the severity of calcium deposition in a particular vessel is not considered in risk prediction. Regional distribution of CAC can be very heterogenous from the total CAC score\[[@B23]\]. This can affect the clinical management, as one vessel, for example LM, can have severe calcium deposition while the remaining three (LAD, left circumflex, and right coronary artery) can have no or mild severity, with resultant overall category being mild in spite of severe disease in LAD. As LM is a major vessel with great impact on cardiac events compared to other vessels, vessel based risk category could be more useful in the future.

Although extra coronary calcification is reported in CAC-DRS, it is not considered in final risk categories. It has been shown that calcification in the valves and thoracic aorta is associated with increased risk of cardiac events. Currently, there is no agreed method of scoring these extra coronary calcifications\[[@B24],[@B25]\].

Management
----------

As mentioned previously, management recommendations in CAC-DRS can be considered both as a strength and limitation. It is considered the most attractive component in this new reporting system, but it must be used cautiously as these are consensus recommendations based on expert opinion and not on prospective randomized controlled trials. Most of these recommendations are based on those from The 2013 ACC/AHA Prevention Guidelines and 2017 SCCT recommendations\[[@B5],[@B9]\]. One more thing that needs to be highlighted is that these recommendations are applicable primarily for a specific population - asymptomatic individuals between 40-75 years of age in the 5%-20% 10-year ASCVD risk group based on pooled cohort equation. It is also used in the \< 5% ASCVD group with a family history of premature coronary artery disease\[[@B20]-[@B22],[@B26]\]. Its utility outside these risk groups has not been widely investigated, and hence providing risk categories on CAC scans performed in other populations is not based on evidence. Also, there is lack of follow-up guidelines in CAC-DRS.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
===================

Like any other new reporting system, this CAC-DRS has many new positive features with some limitations as enumerated in the previous sections. With continuous usage in daily practice, more of these strengths and limitations will be identified and can be improved in the next version. As the authors of CAC-DRS stated, a simplistic approach was employed to enhance better clinical adoption. This makes sense, because if a new system is difficult to practice in a daily busy schedule, it gets ignored and will not be embraced by the radiology and clinical community. Some components that could be improved in the future are listed below: (1) Visual method is an over simplistic approach and until it is proven to be an accurate technique, it should not be recommended in CAC-DRS; (2) Severity in individual vessels needs to be taken into account while assigning risk category. This can either be done as separate risk category for specific vessels or averaging risk category of all vessels; (3) Management recommendations should be highlighted to communicate to the physicians that this is applicable in a specific population group and not a universal recommendation; (4) Clinical cardiology groups or societies need to be involved to understand their expectations and concerns so that a more widely acceptable scoring system will be possible in the future.

CONCLUSION
==========

It is beyond doubt that a standardized reporting system is the future for providing uniform and reproducible conclusions. It has the added advantage of efficient data collection, which is essential for future outcome studies. Following the recent introduction of CAD-RADS, CAC-DRS is a new addition in coronary artery imaging. CAC scoring is gaining more attention in recent times due to its strong predictive value in asymptomatic patients with low to intermediate ASCVD risk. CAC-DRS improvises on the Agatston scoring system with more relevant categories along with linked treatment guidelines. As discussed above, it has both advantages and some limitations. We hope it will be widely used in daily clinical practice due to its simplicity, and only in the long run shall we know its effect on improving patient care.
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